
Day Two
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• Good enuf proofs
• Number Codes
• Essential Text Functions
• Working with Dates
• XNPV & XIRR
• Discuss Random Walk
• Review Homework



USE CODES TO FORMAT NUMBERS AND DATES
Press Ctrl+1 to show the number format panel, then:

For Dates For Numbers
Code Result Code Result Notes

Today is 1/5/2015 Given 98765.3

M/D/YY 1/5/15 # 98765
MMM. D, YYYY Jan. 5, 2015 #,"k" 99k  < useful for rounding
DDDD, MMMM D Monday, January 5 #. 98765.  < useful numbering a list like 1. this, 2. that
# 42009 #,###.## 98,765.3

#,###. 98,765.
M 1 #,###0.00 98,765.30
MM 01
MMM Jan Given 24.357%
MMMM January
D 5 #% 24%
DD 05 #.##% 24.36%
DDD Mon
DDDD Monday Given $15,209
Y 15
YY 15 $#,### $15,209
YYY 2015 $#,###.00 $15,209.00
YYYY 2015 "£"#,###.00 £15,209.00

Spreadsheet is live and
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ESSENTIAL TEXT FUNCTIONS
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USEFUL FOR FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
Capitalization LOWER Converts text to lowercase

PROPER Capitalizes the first letter in each word of a text value
UPPER Converts text to uppercase

Cleanup CLEAN Removes all nonprintable characters from text
TRIM Removes spaces from text
VALUE Converts a text argument to a number

Data Conversion LEFT Returns the leftmost characters from a text value
MID Returns a specific number of characters from a text string starting at the

position you specify
RIGHT Returns the rightmost characters from a text value
FIND Finds one text value within another (case-sensitive)
LEN Returns the number of characters in a text string

Formatting TEXT Formats a number and converts it to text
FIXED Formats a number as text with a fixed number of decimals
REPT Repeats text a given number of times
SUBSTITUTE Substitutes new text for old text in a text string



ON THE CONCEPT OF A “GOOD ENUF” PROOF
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ESSENTIAL BUILT-IN KEYSTROKE SHORTCUTS: FORMATTING
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Basic Office

ctrl+b= bold
ctrl+i = Italics
ctrl+u = underline

ctrl+c= copy
ctrl+x = cut
ctrl+v = paste
ctrl+z = undo

ctrl+s = save

Built in key stroke combinations

ctrl+1 = format cells dialog box
ctrl+2= bold
ctrl+3 = Italics
ctrl+4= underline
ctrl+5 = strikeout
ctrl+6=
ctrl+7 =
ctrl+8 = toggle outline
ctrl+9 = hide row
ctrl+0 = hide column

ctrl+; = insert date

Built in key stroke combinations

ctrl+shift+1 = #,##0.00
ctrl+shift+2= h:mm AM/PM
ctrl+shift+3 = d-mmm-yy
ctrl+shift+4= $#,##0.00_)
ctrl+shift+5 = 0%
ctrl+shift+6= 0.00E+00
ctrl+shift+7 = draw box
ctrl+shift+8 = select region
ctrl+shift+9 = unhide row
ctrl+shift+0 =

ctrl+: = insert time



ESSENTIAL BUILT-IN KEYSTROKE SHORTCUTS: NAVIGATION
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A few particularly useful ones:



AVOID =IRR =NPV.  USE =XIRR =XNPV

• It’s too easy to make mistakes with =IRR and =NPV
• =IRR/NPV assume regular cashflows
• Cashflows are often irregular

So either:
1. Feed the XNPV formula cashflows on specific dates OR
2. Alternatively, calculate the discount factors manually

Better yet, do both.
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EXAMPLE: XNPV
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=NPV CAN GET CLOSE WITH NON-ANNUAL CASHFLOWS
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BUT WHAT’S THE RIGHT DISCOUNT RATE TO USE?
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10 year government bond yields (1/6/15)



Types of errors that you may encounter
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Error Example What it means Solution
######## =1234567890 The result is wider than the cell. Widen the column or use a different

number format

#DIV/0! =5/0 You're trying to divide by zero. Try using:
=IFERROR(a/b,"") or

=IF(ISERROR(a/b),"",a/b)

#NAME? =something You're using a name Excel does not understand. Check spelling.
Check range names.

#REF =OFFSET(A1,-1,-1) You're referring to something off the page or
that has been deleted.

Check for #REF in the Formula.

#Value =VALUE("J7") The formula includes an argument or operand
of the wrong type.

#N/A =VLOOKUP(1,$E$4:
$E$7,2,0)

Often happens when the thing you're looking
for is not found

#NUM =10^509 An iterating function can't find a result, or a
number is just too big.



The VBA Macro Recorder Can Be a Good Starting Point

Useful

For recording a series of tasks
• Esp. ones performed often
• Can be very useful for recording

formatting.

Once you get the hang of it...
• Recorder can be a good starting

point
• You can edit the generated code

and clean it up

Limitations

Can record only your actions,
• Can't do loops or If statements
• Sometimes writes bad code
• Issue of references to specific

cells
• Better code with range names
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VBA FUNCTION: FIRST WORD

Function FirstWord(Str1 As Variant) As Variant
'========================================================
' This function returns the first word of a string.
' It does this by looking for a space from the left side of a string
' and returning everything to the left of that.
'
' Example:
' Cell D1 has “1600 Pennsylvania Avenue"
' Cell D2 has =FirstWord(D1) and will return ‘1600'
'========================================================
Dim k As Integer
k = InStr(Str1, " ")
FirstWord = Left(Str1, k - 1)
End Function
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READING: RANDOM WALK
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• What are the three forms of the Efficient Market Hypothesis?
• Who developed EMH?
• What exceptions to EMH does Malkiel discuss?
• Do YOU think markets are efficient?
• Should efficient markets be a goal of government?



EFFICIENT MARKET HYPOTHESIS
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Defining Characteristics and Relevant Research

Validity of
Technical
Analysis?

Validity of
Fundamental

Analysis?

Validity of
Inside

Information? Relevant Research
Weak Form NO YES YES Strong body of evidence that shows that

technical trading rules do not produce superior
returns after adjusting for transactions costs and
taxes.

Semi Strong Form NO NO YES Evidence supports but occasional studies
contradict. eg the small firm effect, the Jan.
effect, the Brilloff effect. (Vinik effect)

Strong Form NO NO NO Empirical Evidence does not support


